The goal is to define Quantum Gravity Value by combination between our new concept about physics energy behaviour [1] and Einstein relativity's Theory [2] . Our theory is based on the existence of a relationship between energy and vacuum! So it can be considered that the energy is a function of the vacuum ratio (v). Therefore, we can say that vacuum ratio constitutes a part of space-time. With simple mathematical formula, we can easily obtain the equation of the Energy Vacuum. This gives us the distribution of the energy Vacuum (E) into two parts are inversely proportional from our vacuum energy diagram, the effective energy that the sole responsible for Curvature of space-time fabric, and the lost energy that the responsible of the Gravitational waves [3] . From these equations, we can find that the relationship with Energy and Vacuum ratio is linear which are compatible with Quantum Mechanics laws and Maintains the energy conservation principle. It is also observed that the equations obtained through our theory are Combining relativity and Quantum Mechanics into one continuum. If we take the equations of our theory, we can easily obtain from Curvature of Space-Time Fabric, the Gravity value equation which equals to the square root of energy multiply times the square of the vacuum ratio. On other hand, a curvature matrix and a Time Dilation's Circle are proposed, which gives us a new method to facilitate the calculations of the parameters involved in the Space-Time Curvature.
Introduction
Energy (E) is one of the obsessions of humanity concerns since antiquity. The feasibility of formulating the Singularity of Nature was enunciated by Einstein's mathematical formula, demonstrating the equivalency of energy and mass ( 2 E m c = * ) [4] - [9] . Despite that statement of principle, it has proven difficult to achieve this goal scientifically by directly merging Relativity and Quantum Mechanics into one continuum [10] [11] . It has been realized that there are four forces in the universe: gravity, electromagnetism, weak and powerful nuclear forces. The universe according to Stephen Hawking is Energy, space and time [12] [13] . Perhaps there is a fifth force in the universe; the force of the Vacuum represented with the vacuum ratio (v)?! "Gravity is one of the mysteries to be solved in order to get a complete understanding of how the Universe works. So, what is gravity and where does it come from? To be honest, we're not entirely sure" [14] . In general relativity, the universe has three dimensions of space and one of time and putting them together we get four-dimensional space-time, which gravity as an emergent effect from the space-time curvature associated with distributions of energy. "Matter tells space how to bend; space tells matter how to move" [15] . Despite intense efforts over the last years, it is far from clear at this time what a consistent theory of quantum gravity will look like and what its main features will be [16] . Although many books and articles on quantum gravity and graviton have been published, but no explanation has yet been pro- 
New Concept
The relation of the Space-Time Fabric to a Cosmic Energy impact during their interaction is very complex (Figure 1(a) ). This may be the reason for the slow progress in the development of a rational method for Curvature of Space-Time Fabric analysis. Very few theoretical models are available. From US; another theory [1] (Figure 1(b 
)) of the interaction between Space-Time Fabric and
Cosmic Energy has been proposed to facilitate analysis of Gravitational Waves results, (Figure 1(c) ). Our theory is based on the existence of a reflection of a part of the energy received by the matrix of the Space-Time Fabric to be interacted with Cosmic Energy (Figure 1(b) ), which implies a distribution of energy in two parts Equation (1), the effective energy (E'), which is solely responsible for Space-Time Curvature, and the lost energy (E L ) responsible for resultant Gravitational Waves: 
Space-Time and Energy Interaction Mechanism
Our theory is based to consider the space-time fabric as element volume of a fluid [11] [20] or Continuous media which give us possibility to applied Continuous mechanical environments laws ( ( ) ( )
Case of Space-Time Fabric without Unknown Matter
Without unknown matter, the physical displacement of the Space-Time skeleton (pothole) is the main mechanism of Curvature. During the displacement process ( Figure 3 ), high energy waves propagate through the Space-Time Fabric, Thereby, each Space-Time Fabric element experiences strong impulsion energy for a period of time, resulting from the filling of constituent vacuum ratio in the volume in which they are reduced. Given the Equation (2), we deduce the Equation (4):
On the other hand, it is also known that damping (amortization) occurs at infilling of vacuum by energy, which manifests itself as a decrease in the vacuum ratio as a function of time. When the damping (attenuation) in the system exceeds a critical value (v = 0%), there is a starting in the Gravitational waves as a function of time. Given the Equation (2), we deduce the Equation (5): 
Case of Space-Time Fabric with Unknown (Or Dark) Matter
Space-Time Fabric interaction to Cosmic Energy in saturated Space-Time Fabric with unknown (or dark) matter is different and of course more complex ( Figure   4 ). Its applicability in saturated vacuum is generally considered less effective due to the fact that some of the applied energy is absorbed by interstitial matter (vacuum matter). Considering the Equation (3), we deduce the Equation (6):
Moderate levels of energy impulse could cause the displacement of previously vacuum areas in the Space-Time Fabric without unknown matter, Saturation means that these cavities are filled with vacuum matter and that the displace- ( )
As mentioned above, the curvature of the rest vacuum volume has a significant effect on the behaviour of saturated Space-Time Fabric with unknown matter under energy impact. It is accepted that unknown matter contains tiny vacuum pockets enclosed in vacuum volume. An accurate assessment of the volume of vacuum pockets trapped in unknown matter is difficult affect the curvature (displacement) of vacuum-matter mixtures and thus significantly alter the process of generating vacuum matter energy. It is therefore essential to take into account the curvature of the vacuum -matter mixture, instead of the curvature of pure matter. Similarly, based on the Equation (3), determining the energy of the vacuum -matter mixture is as follows Equation (8):
where; E am is the energy of the vacuum-matter mixture, E a is the energy of the vacuum, therefore the lost energy is the energy of the vacuum Equation (9): 
Energy Vacuum Diagram
If we take all the equations from 1 to 9 above we can easily obtain the Energy Vacuum Diagram ( Figure 5 ); which is clearly illustrated; that the effective energy is proportional to the degree of saturation and the vacuum ratio as opposed to the lost energy. It can be concluded that the Space-Time Fabric response to the cosmic Energy Interaction depends on the vacuum ratio and degree of saturation. Thus, the level of curvature efficiency depends on the effective energy, too, the lost energy is minimal in saturated Space-Time Fabric with unknown matter (or dark/ others matter).
Gravitational Waves Intensity
In 
Gravity Value from Space-Time Curvature
We proposed a relationship to predict the Space-Time Fabric Curvature is as follows [1] :
where; D is the Interacted depth of curvature of Space-Time Fabric (Z = ∞), E(%) is the cosmic Energy to be interacted, and v (from 0% to 100%/ or 0 to 1) is vacuum ratio that is fundamentally characterised the Space-Time Fabric volume.
If we apply our theory in Space-Time Fabric without unknown matter, given Equation (10), we get Equation (11) ( )
If we apply our theory in saturated Space-Time Fabric with unknown matter,
given Equation (10), we get Equation (12) Similarly, for the previous equation, we propose the following equality [1] : 
Space-Time Curvature MATRIX
As illustrated in Figure 8 If we take all assuming that indexes and components are linearly dependent we can easily obtain a curvature matrix, which clearly illustrates that three basic components are the diagonal and the other three main index properties compose the rest of the matrix:
Curvature Matrix Journal of Modern Physics Figure 8 . The space-time fabric curvature cycle and its representation on the cartesian coordinate system according to our theory. Curvature index (Cc) and Anti-gravity index (Cg) obtained from our theory are necessary in calculation for Space-Time Fabric curvature. In our hypothesis, we have been looking for a possible relationship between Cc and Cg indices and general characteristics of Space-Time Fabric. One of these parameters is over curvature ratio (OCR). In this study, the effect of OCR and vacuum ratio (v) on Cc and Cg indices, was proposed (Figures 9-13 ). Thus, The hypothesis indicate that Cc and Cg indices were influenced by OCR and v, and, a linear relationship between them should be observed. Increasing values of (v) will decrease Cc and Cg values. On the contrary, when OCR increases, Cc and Cg values would also increase. It is possible to say that the Cc and Cg values are influenced by the same parameters. Therefore it can be concluded that the amount of Curvature depends on the Anti-gravity index, and that the amount of Curvature (C) is proportional to the Anti-gravity index (Cg) (Figure 14 , Table 2 ). When we compare the time dilation required to stabilize the Curvature, we can talking about OCR and Cc. Therefore it can be concluded that the time dilation depends on the Curvature index (Cc) and over consolidation ratio (OCR) (Figure 15 , Table 2 ), and that the times of Curvature (T) is proportional to the Curvature index (Cc) and over consolidation ratio (OCR), and at the same time that the two latter are proportional. 
Main Parameters Responsible for Space-Time Fabric Behavior and Time Dilation (Td)
Our theory introduced the following factors as the main causes of Time Dilation (Td) according to Space-Time Fabric Curvature (Figure 16 ), Equation (19), Equation (20): over curvature ration (OCR), Curvature (C), and phase (Phi) (or time evolution) which depends the Curvature index (Cc) as a function of (t) and Anti-gravity index (Cg) as a function of (X). It means that that the change in the value C involves changing the value of Td. 
In order to carry more than one value and indices to represent the Time Dilation Circle, We used the complex number to explain the curvature characteristics of Space-Time Fabric. We can simply conclude that the final state equals the initial state multiply by the time dilation (Td) Equation (21).
( ) ( )
The most determining factor for the credibility Time Dilation's Circle is its ability to Contain all the characteristics and indices contributing to this phenomenon as illustrates Figure 16 , Equation (19) . Journal of Modern Physics 
Conclusions
Is not there yet a complete theory linking Einstein's relativity to quantum mechanics?! Our theory is based on the existence of a relationship between energy and vacuum! So, it can be considered that the energy is a function of the vacuum ratio ( )
With simple mathematical formula we can easily obtain the equation of the Energy Vacuum 
